
Hula hoop of this era 

 You’ve come up with friends who fidget always, whirring between thumbs and 

index fingers - those fidget spinners are the hottest toy of the season. Turned up 

earlier during spring in Western parts of the world, it emerged recently in Indian 

markets.  

What are fidget spinners? 

Fidget spinner- a small three-blazed gizmo that whirls around which tend to 

minimalize the distraction. We can rotate it between the fingers. The movement of 

the toy brings sensory effects to the user. This had taken ‘Amazon’s Top selling 

Toy’ of the time increasing people’s inclination on these toys. The term first 

appeared on goggle between January last and February. Marketers claim that this 

would reduce stress in the players. And experts were in support and also some 

opposing it with its scientific basis on this claim. They were invented in 1990s but 

become popular in 2017. The patent of the toy is unclear till now and its roots are 

unavailable without proper evidences. And fidget spinners’ popularity rise when 

James Plafke of Forbes put forth fidget spinners as “must-have office toy for 

2017”. Later users on social media started uploading videos performing and 

playing with it. Alike kids and adults, this toy is heading to every hand in the city. 

Assif Ali, an employee says, “It’s very easy to get addicted to it. They are easily 

available online markets like Amazon”.  

Myth or Fact 

Often at office, employees head up with constant distractions so they comfort with 

the pocketable cube. A habitual pen-clicker or habitual scribbler would use these 

spinners so often to balance their thoughts and relieve their stress. There is no real 

output to it but you will be charged some way. Elsa Abraham, a student shares that 

“Actually it’s not available at city markets. I got it from abroad. Exactly it had 

some stress relief effects. People mostly uses this to get a satisfying moment 

because it’s really smooth and quiet. It spins almost 3 minutes once you start 

spinning”. And recent studies at foreign communities of behavioral sciences say 

that fidgeting may improve the cognitive performance of children with attention-

deficit/ hyperactive disorder. But it’s not said as an absolute ‘answer’ for it.  



Where can I buy it? 

Fidget spinners can be bought from online markets like Amazon, they sells a 

variety of spinners in the store. It can also be found in Walmart, Ebay and even 

Etsy with distinct versions of it. Many DIY (Do It Yourself) videos are available in 

different sites. This can give us instructions to make our own fidget versions 

without waiting for its online purchase and delivery. It can be made either with 

bearings or with no bearings, out of steel, wood, plastic, paper and metals of house 

hardware trash.  

Fidget spinning had become a game in many places due to its popularity among 

children. The addictive spinners can spin the toy as many times as the player can 

and earn coins. There are apps to play fidget spinner games online and score 

points. Perhaps Fidget spinners are just “an unusually addicting, high-quality desk 

toy designed to help you focus.” And everything has varied purposes- a toy, a 

stress reliever, a treatment for ADHD and so on. Every time a new fashion itches 

up here, it trends everywhere with snaps, stories, videos and status. eventually it 

fades away out of the markets.  

 

 

 

 


